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This survey was made to locate signals between Red Head and Knowles Head, which were to be used by the Str. Taku for hydrographic purposes. Instructions were to only contour Red Head hill as the rest of the area on the sheet had been contoured during a previous year.

At first cuts were taken on the signals from Knowles Head and then a traverse started from here. These cuts gave a check on the traverse positions.

Starting at Red Head the shore line is quite bold and rocky, and is exposed to the open swell of Prince William Sound. Running in the general direction of Knowles Head, it takes a turn back into a small bay which has broad sand beach. Beyond this bay the shore line becomes rocky and continues as such until reaching a second small bay which is somewhat similar to the first except it is smaller.

After passing this second bay, the shore line makes out to Knowles Head, which is very rocky with close inshore rocks awash.

So far as the topographic survey could determine, there were no distant off shore rocks awash, and the coast seemed clear.
This coast is mostly all exposed to the open swell from Prince William Sound and has no protected anchorages.

The signals located by this survey were named by the hydrographic party. In most cases they were white wash marks on rocks.
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